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Folding Fans

⬆Decorative folding fans with depictions of Mount Fuji and pine trees. In Japan, 
these are ornaments displayed in rooms with an alcove, and like hanging scrolls, 
enjoyment is gained by selecting ones to match the season. Decorative fans, 
¥25,000. (All prices exclude tax.)

⬆Japanese painting summer fans depicting 
beauties of nature and �shes. Men's and 
women's sizes are available. These fans are 
one-of-a-kind pieces. Please buy one if the art-
ist's work resonates with you. From ¥7,000.

⬆Dance fans used in traditional Japanese dance 
have abstract designs of water or clouds, and 
can also be enjoyed as ornaments. Dance fans, 
from ¥4,000.

⬇The process of making fans is divided into a 
number of separate tasks. Yamatake Senpo is 
mainly involved with sales, design and planning.

⬆Kyo-sensu are traditional craftworks designated by Kyoto Pre-
fecture. The design of the modern fan was already developed by 
the Muromachi Period (1336–1573). Decorative fans, from 
¥8,000.

Amidst the numerous fashionable restaurants and goods shops in 
Kyoto’s central area is a shop that specializes in Kyo-Sensu. �ese 
refer to Kyoto folding fans made in Kyoto, and is a name that can 
only be used by a limited number of makers who have been in the 
business for a long time. Yamatake Senpo is a shop that has been 
making and selling Kyo-Sensu for �ve generations. It is worth a visit 
to see the “mise-no-ma”, a room used for business transactions, that 
still remains at the front of the house that is characteristic of 
old-fashioned merchant buildings. Available for sale are folding fans 
used in traditional Japanese dance performances, decorative fans 
that can be used as interior ornaments, and summer fans for practi-
cal use. �e folding fan is said to have originated in Kyoto during the 
Heian period (794–1185), and the elegant culture of the Imperial 
Court lives on in its re�ned style.

�e decorative fans that are especially popular among visitors 
from abroad are also drawing attention because of their designs and 
patterns. Mount Fuji, depicted in so many paintings and woodblock 
prints; dragons, deeply associated with Buddhism; and pine and 
plum trees, said to bring luck; all are things that will preserve your 
memories of Japan. Perhaps one of the Japanese-style painted 
summer fans, with various beauties of nature hand-painted one by 
one by Japanese artists, will be that rare fan that you can only �nd 
here. 
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C I R C A

Buy genuine handmade Kyoto folding fans in Kyoto, 
the birthplace of folding fans.  
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